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G eneral product information:
The electric principle and construction of these models are identical. There is no other difference except for the
appearance and rated wattage.
We tested as a representative model, and we tested it at all items.

The results regarding the samples,types and quantity of which are given above and the inspections of which
have been performed by our company,are enclosed.
This report is valid only for the samples tested.
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2006/42tEC
1.2-Principles of safety
integration
1.

l. 1.3-rnaterials and products

1.1.4-lighting
1.

I .5- design of machinery to

f'acilitate its handli
1.2.l-safety and reliabiliti
control systenrs

of

t.2.2 - control devices
7.2.3- starting
1.2.4

-

stopping devtces

1.2.5

-

mode selection

L2.6- failure of,the power
I.2.7 - failure of the control
circuit
1.2.8 - soft ware

stability

.1.3.1

-

I.3.2

- risk of break-up

during

risks due to falline or
eiected obiects
1.3.3

-

2t5
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L3.4

-

risk due to surf,ace,

1.3.5 - risk related to
coinbiired iirachi
1.3.6 - risk relating to
wariations in the rotational
1.3.7 - prevention of risks
relaied to nroving parts.
1.3.8 - choice of protection
against risks related to movins

1.4.2.1- fixed guards
1.4.2.2

-

movable suards

.4.2.3

-

adjustable gurards

1

1.4.3

-

speciai requirements

1.5.1

-

electricity supply

1.5.2

-

static electrioity

1.5.3 *-energy supply erther

than electrici
1.5.4 - effors of fittins
1.5.5

-

extreme temperatures

I.5.7

-

explosion

1.5.8

-

noice

1,5.9 -- vibration

Radiation

1.5.10

-

1.5.12

- Laser equipments

1.5.13

-

emisions of dust,

1.5.14 - risk of being trapped
in a machine
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1.5.15 - risk of slipping,
tripping or falling
1.6.1

-

machinery maintenance

1.6.2- acces to operating
position and servicing points

I.6.4

-

Operator intervention

1.6.5

-

cleanins of internal

L7.0

-

inf,onnation devices

I.7

.l -

warning devices

1..7.3

-

markins

1.7 .4

-

instructions

2.1

RESULT

-

asri-foocistuffs

:

As a result of tests and inspecti.ons carried out on the equipments with the types
generator sets it has been determined that the equipment conforms with conditions of
the standard stated above and that it meets the principal requirements of the afore
stated European Union instruction and its equivalent instructions.
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Note:
This report, based on the contract signed between the producer and our body,has been
issued on the voluntary field.While displaying the results obtained from the samples
submitted to our body by the producer, this report nohow guarantees the production
process.
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